Abstract A stereo-based dense disparity estimation algorithm is proposed to build high quality dense disparity map of lunar surface under special illumination, weak texture and occlusion condition. To avoidance the serious shadow effect effectively, intrinsic image of stereo images are preprocessed. A color similarity probability based belief propagation algorithm (BP) is proposed to solve the depth discontinuous problem of occlusion and obtain an initial dense disparity map. Mean-Shift segmentation algorithm and adaptive threshold optimization are utilized to improve the precision of initial dense disparity map of weak and high similarity texture region in stereo images. Experimental results of the images of standard test library and the stereo images of simulated lunar surface validate that our algorithm is robust to build high quality stereo dense disparity map for Lunar surface.
Introduction
Lunar rover is regarded as the most effective technical way of scientific exploring. For the large time delay, the existed deep space exploring rover such as Mars rover are controlled by teleoperation, and the accurate information acquisition of the Lunar surface is very important for the safety of the operation [1, 2] . Contrast to the earth's outdoor condition, Lunar surface is mainly composed of tephra and rocks and the illumination is also greatly different [3] . Accurately reconstruction of the surrounding around Lunar rover is necessary for path planning and scientific analysis. In this paper, we utilize a stereo vision system to obtain solve the problem. The key is to estimate the accurate stereo dense disparity map of the lunar.
The existing dense disparity estimation methods include local method and global method, usually is composed of the four steps include matching cost calculation, cost accumulation, disparity calculation and disparity optimizing [4] , but global method is always without the cost accumulation step. Matching cost calculation mainly includes SD, SSD, AD, MAD, NCC, BMC and PFR [5, 6] . Cost accumulation is computed by summing or meaning the matching cost in a fixed window or adaptive moving window area [6, 7] . The global methods have achieved the highest accuracy of dense disparity map in recent years. According to the calculation model, global method can be divided into the method based on Dynamic Programming (DP) [8] and the method based on Markov Random Field (MRF) [9, 10] . The method based on DP method adopts scanning line optimization [11, 12] and minimize the objective function through the calculation of the minimum cost path between two scanning lines. The method based on MRF includes Simulated Annealing (SA) [13] , Highest Confidence First (HCF) [14] , Graph Cut algorithm (GC) [15, 16] and Belief Propagation (BP) [17, 18] . The main advantage of local methods is low complexity. The type of method is sensitive to illumination, weak texture and occlusion, and is always used to estimate the initial dense disparity map. The global method can improve the accuracy of initial disparity estimation of weak texture and discontinuous boundary area, and the precision of initial estimation is greatly effect on convergence.
Considering the special illumination, weak texture characteristics and occlusions of rocks in Lunar surface, a stereo-based dense disparity estimation algorithm is proposed as shown in Fig. 90 .1 to obtain high accurate dense disparity map for the reconstruction of Lunar surface. The main contributions include:
1. According to shadows area of the lunar surface under parallel light illumination, a rapid intrinsic image preprocessing algorithm is utilized to reduce the influence of the shadow area effectively. 2. A belief propagation algorithm based on color similarity probability description is proposed to reduce the influence of occlusion and discontinuous depth. The message is defined by the parallax series that includes color similarity and gradient smoothness of image pixels and is spread across different parallel iterative. Initial dense disparity map is estimated by minimizing energy function.
3. Mean-Shift segmentation algorithm is utilized and an adaptive threshold optimizing method with the constraint of parallax consistency is proposed to improve the accuracy of initial dense disparity map in weak texture and high similarity texture regions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 90.2, we describe the Illumination of Lunar and the intrinsic image briefly. Then we describe the initial disparity map estimation and optimizing in Sects. 90.3 and 90.4 respectively.
Illumination and Intrinsic Image
The illumination of the lunar surface is parallel light that product serious dark shadows. Intrinsic image is utilized to decompose an image into a lighting map and a reflection map. The reflection map is constant to the illumination conditions changing, so it can be used to suppress the influence of shadow. In this paper, intrinsic image is calculated by the algorithm [19] . The core idea of the algorithm is defined as follows.
where f H is the shadow of a channel, F H is the linear model parameters with no shadow background j H and l H . The algorithm transforms the original image strictly equal of the shadow area pixel value and the no-shadow area pixel value.
Initial Dense Disparity Map Estimation
In the initial dense disparity estimation, a precision initial dense disparity is necessary for following optimization. Global processing is implemented in a unified framework and is not distinguish error statistics, image noise and occlusion. By defining a global energy minimization function to constrain color consistency and gradient consistent between stereo images, our algorithm can suppress image noise and occlusion effectively in the initial dense disparity estimation.
The left image and right image are denoted as I L and I R , and I L ði; jÞ is the RGB vector of the ði; jÞ pixel in left image. A Belief Propagation algorithm based on color similarity probability description is proposed to reduce the influence of occlusion and discontinuous depth and get initial dense disparity estimation quickly. The energy function is defined as follows.
where the E data describes color similarity between image pixels, and the E smooth describes gradient consistency between adjacent image pixels. The color similarity description probability between the candidates of matching pixels is defined as follows:
where I L ði; jÞ À I R ði 0 ; j 0 Þ is the color consistency of the pixels in left and right image, a is a probability weight factor, I R ði 0 ; j 0 Þ is the candidate matching point that satisfied epipolar constraint ði 0 ; j 0 Þ ¼ ði; jÞ þ Dði; jÞ, the Dði; jÞ is the disparity value of the candidate matching points. The energy function E data that describes color similarity between image pixels is defined as:
k min ð1 À pði; jÞ; bÞ ð 90:6Þ
where k is a weight coefficient to control weighted data and discontinuous value, b is a truncation threshold to filter out some obvious wrong point, S is the pixel sets. The energy function E smooth describes gradient consistency between adjacent images is defined as: 
Mean-Shift Segmentation and Disparity Optimization
In recent years, feature spatial clustering based segmentation algorithm such as KMeans, Fuzzy C-mean and Mean-Shift has been widely applied in solving computer vision problem [20, 21] . In this paper, the Mean-Shift segmentation algorithm [22] is utilized to segment stereo images into connected region. In each region, a disparity plane is built by a rapid plane voting method and the disparity plane is defined as follows:
where ði; jÞ is the coordinate of pixels, a, b, c is the plane factor. To solve the plane factor, the candidates of the factor a is computed by partial derivative of all pixels in the region and choose the most votes as the final estimate plane parameters a, the solution of the factors b and c are similar. Disparity plane voting algorithm is simple and fast and can remove the outlier effectively.
To get more accurate disparity estimation in each disparity plane, an adaptive threshold function is built to optimize the disparity value by using the mean value replace the original disparity value in every small disparity plane as follows. where N is the amount of each point in disparity plane, u is a upper limitation of threshold function, uði; jÞ is the adaptive threshold function and is defined as.
u n ði; jÞ ¼ 
Experimental Results

Illumination Simulation
There is no atmosphere and scattering on the Lunar surface and the light is parallel incident. But the existing lighting equipment is difficult to simulate the illumination condition in light strength and the spectral characteristics. In this paper, the illumination condition is simulated by using a high-power directional light source as shown in Fig. 90.2 and Table 90 .1 to reappear the Lunar surface that is mainly composed of sands and rocks. The illumination simulation is utilized to simulate the shadow distribution situation and identify the efficient of our algorithm.
Experimental Results
In our experiments, the computer parameters include that: CPU-3.40 GHz, Memory-4.00 GB, Programing Platform-VC2010. The stereo vision is composed of two A312fc industrial cameras in 600 mm base-line and the image resolution is 780 9 580 Pixels. In the experiments, our algorithm is tested on the images of standard laboratory and real images of the simulated Lunar surface. 
Summary
We propose a stereo-based dense disparity map estimation algorithm corresponding to the lunar surface. By computing intrinsic image, the influence of the shadow area is greatly reduced. A color similarity probability description based BP algorithm is proposed to improve the influence of occlusion and discontinuous depth effectively. We build an adaptive threshold optimizing function to improve the accuracy of the initial dense disparity map in weak texture area. Experimental results validate that our algorithm is robust to the special illumination, weak texture and local occlusion of Lunar surface.
